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About This Game

Arkhelom 3D is a shoot-em'up inspired by classics of the genre. It combines horizontal, vertical and side-scrolling levels, over
70 enemies types (including final bosses), 24 amazing levels, online world ranking, 9 ships types with evolution levels and a lot
of items to improve your lasers, missiles and droids. Also special items: "stop time" and "capture enemies". Play levels ir order

you prefer with progressive difficulty.
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Title: Arkhelom 3D
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
DreamsSoftGames
Publisher:
DreamsSoftGames
Release Date: 29 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Pentium IV

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 7 compatible graphics card with 1 GB memory

DirectX: Version 7.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: 16 bits

English,French,Italian
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Great game for player that want to push their limits and Practice their reflex.. This is less of a game and more of a way too feel
cool. It (for me) lies between the coolness factor of "The first time I played superhot" and "That one part of half life 2 where
you get the gravity gun supercharged in the citadel and it turns blue" although those are both good games as well and not just a
way to slightly change songs but making yourself feel like a musical genius in the meantime.

Not a must own but pretty good and worth the money (just needs more updates really). Soooo ummmm... AVG found a threat at
ESEA files and I cannot complete the install. Not sure if this is one of thoze bitcoin mineing things.

Popular user-defined tags for this product:
Demons
Conspiracy
Dark
Violent
Crime

Damn true. Difficult but funny.

----------------------------------------------------------. Overall 8.5/10

Fluidity could be better at some point (or it's just my pc but i heard a lot about it)
puzzles are rather nice and the flow of the game itself is insanely addictive
Soundtrack really is intense when you love those kind of details
There is a lot of part that are sort of hard to complete (if you are on hard mode)
A bit too dark if you ask me , in-game brightness maxed and yet had to make a custom set for it every time with nvidia (+60
brightness) than it became not too bright or too dark (played 1/3 with in-game brightness maxed had a hard time)
Flashlight is not lasting long enough
Candle that can be extinguished by wind blow and all make you waste matches easily (like a candle being blown right after you
lit it ... yeah right thanks)
But in the end the ambience and puzzles are such a thrill it's a most play to any horror/puzzle fan (and don't expect an action
game it,s pretty straight forward at some point but figuring out how to advantage with the soundtrack is sooo amazing)
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The hidden-object scenes were pretty nice, with the extra difficulty of items switching between several shapes. I also enjoyed
most of the mini games - once I'd checked a strategy guide for what exactly it was I was supposed to do in it.

Which brings me to my next, and fatal, point: The adventure is kind of illogical; it's hard to understand what do do next. I don't
like having to rely on the hint button just to understand where to go next.

I also had to quit the game and start it again once because a room didn't unlock when it was supposed to. Once I loaded my save
everything worked properly, but I didn't get the (in-game) trophy.

Final verdict: No.. It seems clear xbox port, which proves:
- USB headphones not work correctly
- resolution is not mentioned
- screen size didn't fit actual monitor.
. I love a good puzzle game and this game does an 'ok' job to satisfy my puzzle-game cravings, It is so, because you are building
bridges to help the two mice reach the cheese, but the component of reaching 3-stars is more puzzling than building the bridges
to reach the cheese. I've played a few levels now where I have no clue how 3-stars can be reach, but I can definitely solve how to
reach all the cheese successfully.

The physics behind this game can be frustrating, but easily adaptable as you play. Once you've played a few rounds, you'll
understand that if the mice are walking on it, you'd expect how much the bridge may or may not dip and hit a saw. Similarly,
understanding how to swing the bridge unintentially to obtain the cheese.

Overall, I'd give this a 5.8/10. If you are aiming for 3-star completion every round, this game might cause more frustration than
satistfaction. I recommend it as a game to pass time and pick up again when you want to play a puzzle game.. awesome fun
multiplayer game. Every once in a while, I re-install this game, thinking it won't be as bad as last time. And every time I do, I
find that it's only been getting worse in my absence. If you're willing to shell out a ton of cash, then congrats, you can actually
effectively play this game. If not...well, at least the character customization is pretty good. That's really the only good thing I
have to say about it..... 95% discount was very sweet.. Uuurrg.. the concept is there, but the execution for the combat just isn't.
Maybe I need to spend more time in it to appriciate it.

I played for a bit, and didn't really want to go back. The game just isn't that fun.
I'll try it again, and maybe my review will change.

The current Overall "Mixed" review is very appropriate for this game.. You can't rebind your keys? I don't want to reach across
the whole keyboard to activate the most important skill.
Refund, thanks for wasting 10 minutes of my life.
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